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Arlene: 

 

Hi everyone, it’s Arlene Moshe, and in this audio

lesson, I hopefully have a gift for you. As I was

creating this program, I began to receive guided

messages and information for you to hear, if you

are listening right now.  It was channelled on

August 20th, 2018. 

 

Beginning of Message: 

 

Empathy- sensory or sensitivity is on high.  It can

be a little like Russian Roulette not knowing the

next time you’ll get a hit unless one knows that

empathy is a tool in their kit for their OWN

journey and self-awareness. 

What do you need to do with those feelings?  Is

there any action you need to take for yourself or

for others.  Can it be a cue for you to dip in with

your other ‘clair’ abilities to further understand

why you are aware of the feelings or emotions in

the first place? 

 

http://amybethkatz.wixsite.com/livingdreamspress


Will you begin to see that you can manipulate,

wield if you will, the energy when you need to

manage that and how that crosses over to other

parts of your life? 

 

All traits one has are just that - traits, they can

come in and out of balance but they themselves,

just ARE. 

 

Example:  The channeler is a great leader or

organizer. 

 

The Positives to that are that her family relies on

that, it provides joy, thoughtfulness, it is what

helps her move on her own potential, to get in be

producing and achieve great outcomes. 

 

On the other hand, it can be controlling, stressful,

she can forget to allow others to participate. She

‘knows’ when she lets go of all the control,

outcomes may wobble and that can be

frustrating. 

 

On the third hand, Knowing when she lets go,

things may not have her desired outcome is not

necessarily a negative unless that’s the meaning

she has given it.  How Arlene handles that

knowledge is up to her, she can wield or navigate

her choice. 
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Therefore, the point of this is to not just stay on

the positive or plus side of any trait you have, it is

instead to be right down the middle of those 2

columns using both the light and shadow of any

particular trait. 

 

Sometimes Arlene needs to be the control freak

to ‘get it done’, because she has the skill or ability

to see 3 or 4 steps ahead in order to get things

accomplished and then… Sometimes she needs

to have the same foresight to step back and let

things unfold without controlling every part of

the process.  

 

Consider being mindful then,  that being an

empath is not a ‘cross to bear’ and that it’s just a

given you will often be overwhelmed by emotion. 

Rather, you might consider your empathic

awareness as something to help you be aware of

where your own balancing and re-sets need to

be. 

 

In other words, when you are feeling happy and

in a fantastic mood, are you as prone to feeling

other people’s drama or sadness? And if you are,

what is this feel? 
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Arlene has a healer friend who is a very strong

empath and feels a cough or a pain so he can

identify where the healing needs to be applied.

 Yet, he releases recognizing it is not him nor his

cross to bear.  BUT, on days he himself is more

vulnerable, he finds he doesn’t readily recognize

what’s not his, nor is he willing to try and release

it, as it enables what he’s currently feeling.   

That’s not an attack, a lot of us are so, even

without a formal empathic ability. 

But the idea that it’s your ‘lot’ in life is simply...an

idea.  An idea that’s been reinforced with lots

and lots of your meaning.  

Where’s the limitation with that? Does that just

mean you are ‘doomed’ and destined with your

empathy?  If you keep saying so, then...maybe. 

Not taking away at all the enormity of what

empaths feel.  It’s just that the empath should

not be consumed by this ‘’gift and a curse’ idea.  

In the end, it’s what your meaning is that you’ve

been giving to being empathic that may make all

the difference in the world. 

 

In closing, check in if you at any level, are drawn

to a current belief system about being empathic?

Maybe there is an option to look at a newer more

meaningful meaning. 

 

End of channelled sessions. 
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Arlene: 

I have found that You are less likely to to be a

happy, balanced unless you learn to productively

use your natural Empath skills in your daily life.   

What does it mean to “productively use” my

Empath skills?  Well, for one thing, it means this

process doesn’t hurt you.  It’s not a curse that you

can’t control.  It’s a skill that you can use to

better your life and the life of others.  But how? 

Here’s some examples of productive and creative

ways of using your abilities.   

 

I can often tell how someone is feeling by looking

at them even before I’ve started speaking with

them.  I’ve learned to adjust my greeting to

“match” my client’s mood.  Note, I didn’t take on

the person’s mood.  I matched a greeting that

would help connect with them. It allows them to

listen and pay more attention to the conversation

I need to have with them. 

 

When I’m leading a workshop or seminar, I can

feel if a topic or a sentence I’ve said has made

people worried, anxious or even feel questioning

about something.  Instantly, those feelings allow

me to address what they might be feeling, bring

clarity and calmness to it and help them feel

understood.  
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I’ve met novelists, songwriters and poets who

soak in the emotions of people who are feeling

stuck and they then write about that taking their

readers on a journey that resonates with them

but also shows them a way out. 

What came up for you as you listened to the

guided message today? Did anything resonate?

 Put pen or pencil to paper and jot this stuff

down.  Our awareness allows us to navigate and

yield in a new way.  The channelled message is in

a pdf that accompanies this audio lesson for your

review as needed.  

 

See you in the next lesson! 
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My Observations and Awareness Notes: 


